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Engineering Mechanics (2) 
Calculations Indicate, that during reactor startup, the Induced thermal stresses 
in the beryl l ium reflector may be wel l beyond the elastic portion of the monotonic 
tension stress-strain diagram. Subsequent thei mal cycl ing w i l l result in reversed stress 
cyc l ing . This may be severe enough to cause damage by a fatigue process In the highly 
strained portion of the reflector which results from the plastic deformation caused by 
the thermal transient. 
An extenslve'program on the behavior of beryl l ium under large strain cycl ing 
conditions has been in i t iated by Engineering Mechanics because of lack of Information 
relat ive to this particular problem. 
This report covers the results of preliminary tests on dumb-bell type specimens 
machined from trepanned cores of various sector pressings. 
Since the transient strains are in the plastic range, stress amplitude as the con-
t ro l l ing variable is misleading In the analysis of low cycle fatigue phenomenon. Thus, 
strain amplitude, which Is more applicable to such analysis. Is used as the control 
variable In our studies. . - . 
Previously obtained tensile data at ambient and LN2 temperatures are Included 
as basic static properties on the as machined specimens since available data (Ref. 
TME-1106) on this material are based on e lec t ro ly t lca l ly polished specimens which 
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ref lect somewhat higher strength values. The monotonic tensile stress-strain curves for 
vacuum hot pressed beryl l ium at ambient and LN2 temperatures are shown in Figure 1. 
These data were obtained on the same type of specimen as used in the cycl ing tests. 
The fractured tensile specimens are shown in Figures 2 and 3. 
The strain range for the in i t ia l room temperature cycl ing test was f ixed at + 1700 
microstraln. Based on the relallonshlp Nr = (1/2 Ej-/AEp)^ as proposed by Coff in ' ' and 
Manson '-^ ^ the cyc l ic l i fe could be anywhere from 5 to 250 depending on the fracture 
strain (Ef) used. The above cyc l ic l i fe range reflects the spread In elongation values 
reported in TME-1106 covering properties of 14 pressings. 
The above relationship which was established for duct i le materials may not 
necessarily apply to hot pressed beryl l ium as evidenced from the results shown in Figure 
4. The complete strain history of this test sample cycled at ambient temperature is given 
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Figure 4 shows the stable hysteresis loop of each strain cycle replotted on the X - Y 
plot of the f inal cyc le . The fractured sample as al igned in the Wiedemann machine along 
w i th the X - Y plot of the 20 cycles at 2500 microstraln is shown in Figure 5. 
Although the room temperature results Indicate no serious damage Imposed by the 
in i t ia l strain cyc l ing , this does not necessarily reflect the behavior at cryogenic temper-
atures where fracture strain limits are seriously impaired. TME-1106 shows average 
elongation values reduced 80 per cent at -300 F. ^ . - "' 
(1) Cof f in , Trans. ASME, V76, 931-949, 1954 
(2) Manson, NACA, TN-2933, 1953 
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A second specimen is to be strain cycled at LN2 temperature and is now being 
set up. 
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FIGURE 2 
MONOTONIC TENSION ROOM TEMP. 
FRACTURE PRfcSSIMG NO. 2981 BFKYLLiUM 
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